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Abstract:
presented

In this elaboration there have been
the results of calculations of epicardial

potentials maps on the basis of measured maps taken
from a torso sur{ace. To solve sbove inverse problem

the finite

elements method

with

non-linear

regularization has been applied. In the investigations

there have been considered two

models:
a)homogeneous and b) non-homogeneous, in which
one takes into consideration the sizes and location of
the individual chest organs. The calculations have
been perdormed for two moments of time of generated
impulse: 10 - for the moment R of ECG diagram, and
20 - for the moment T of ECG.

region between the heart surface (tl)and torso sutface
(S)l by partial differential equation with boundary
conditions $@)onH andQ(,S)on ,S.

Determination

of

epicardial potentials

i.e. 6,H)

requires to solve the inverse boundary problern. This is
the Cauchy problem which, because of the non-fi.rlfilled
continuity condition between the changes of values of
function on a boundary ,S and bounfuty H belongs to
ill-posed problems. To solve this problem the method of
finite elements with non-linear regularization has been
elaborated [3]. This method, because of the introduced
constraints of values of function 0(^I1), attows to obtain
the credible results.

INTRODUCTION

Determining,

in

non-invasive wåy,

the maps of

epicardial potentials requires two kinds of data:
-maps of surface potentials measured on the torso,
-information concerning the conductivity parameters and
location of individual organs inside the chest.

The data of the first kind actual are not difficult to
obtain, because there exist the measure systems (e.g.
system IIPM-7100 or Cafirag 128) producing the
accurate surface potential maps. On the contrary, there is
difficult to obtain the information concerning the data of
a second kind. To obtain such data it is necessary to
Computed Tomography techniques.
apply one

of

Existing Tomography devices (e.g. X-ray CT, MRI) are
expensive. There is the opinion, that for the discussed

application most adequate would be Electrical
Impedance Tomography (EIT), unfortunately the EIT
devices are still on the stage of the prototypes. For
further researches it is necessary to answer the question,
what kind of tomography and what tomographic
measurement accuracy is needed to non-invasive

determining the epicardial potentials, and furthermore, if
in the geometrical - conductivity model it is possible to
trke into consideration only e.g. the skeletal muscles [1].

In this work we want to prove, that

sensitivity of

investigated field depends not only on the conductivity
and sizes of the chest organs but also on that, if in a
given investigated moment of time the electrical field is
of large or small gradient.

MATERIALS

In carried numerical experiments there have been used
BoE Surface Potential Maps (BSPMs) taken lry means
of the HP-7100 system, while the geometrical
conductivity model has been elaborated on the basis of
anatomical atlases obtained by the computed tomography
method t4l That model, called the "model patient"
consists of 8 layers and is being approximated with 8012
elements. External dimensions of the model were the
same as the dimensions concerning the healthy patient
being the subject of BSPM'S measurement.
RESULTS

For the model discussed above and for the BSPMs
measured for 2 moments of ECG time for which the
generated field was A) - of large gradient of potentials
and B) - of small gradient of potentials.

The tests have been carried out for the following
variants:

A) the map of

surface potentials of a large gradient
(Potential Map of Large Gradient -PMLG)
10 -non-hornogeneousmodel,

20 -homogeneous model,
B) the map of surface potentials of a small

gradient

(Potential Map of Small Gradrent - PMSG)

lo - non-homogeneous model,
20 - homogeneous model

MAT}IEMATICAL MODEL OF A FIELD

Body surface potential maps and calculated epicardial
maps for the successive variants have been presented in

The investigated electrical fieldQ@)generated by the
heart with assumptions given in [2] is described (in a

Fig.

I

a,b,c Fig.2 a,b,c.
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I contains the extreme values of measured surface
potentials and calculated values of epicardial potentials.
Table
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Extreme values of epicardial
potentials [rrVxlO4l
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field

field
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-3.19
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field
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+4.48

+3.94

weak

-0.035

field

+0.175

-2.56
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stron
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CONCLUSIONS

From obtained results it is seen, that the character of
both calculated epicardial maps for above two models is
similar very much, the extreme values remain at the
same place. There are the characteristic differences in
the upper pan of the heart for the strong as well as for
the weak field. Probably, this is the result of not taking
into consideration the skeletal muscles, which due to the

Fig.l BSPM and epicardial maps; a) surface potential
map (PMLG), b) epicardial map - non-hornogeneous
region, c) epicardial map - homogeneous region.
a)

Plii:"

*-'

publication

tU have the large influence on

the

conductivity in that region. Furthermore, according to
the publication t5l it is seen, that sensitivity of the weak
field to the conductivity changes is smaller than such
sensitivity of the strong field.

The further investigations will be focused on reducing
the number of necessary data concerning the geometrical
- conductivity model of the individual patient. It will
give as a result the reduction of costs of solving the
inverse problem applied to the non-invasive cardiac

S'=l
ffir.:

r^'":iir
N

r''*-

diagnosis.
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Fig.2 BSPM and epicardial maps; a) surface potential
map (PMSG), b) epicardial map - non-homogeneous
region, c) epicardial map - homogeneous region.
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